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Abstract

This article reviews recent research that has examined consumer decision making when the option of not
choosing any of the alternatives is provided. The attractiveness of the decision outcomes and the difficulty of
choosing are posited to be two key factors that determine the preference for a no-choice option. Building on the
notion that preferences are often constructed, it is proposed that task and contextual variables can alter how the
choice situation is evaluated on the two factors and consequently choice incidence. Several experiments that
explore and manipulate decision attractiveness and decision difficulty are reviewed, and areas for future research
are suggested. We conclude with a discussion of the implications of these results for research on consumer
choice.
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Much of the research in consumer behavior and decision making has focused on under-
standing how people choose among a given set of alternatives. While most studies force
subjects to choose among the alternatives that are provided, consumers in the real world
also have the option of seeking new alternatives and deciding whether to choose at all. If
the timing of choice is not fixed, and the number of potential alternatives and the amount
of information that can be considered is very large, how does a consumer determine the
exact timing of choice? The issue is further complicated by the notion that one often
arrives at decisions not with well-established and clearly ranked preferences, but rather
with the need to determine them as a result of being made to choose.

Recently, Greenleaf and Lehmann (1995) proposed a typology of reasons for delay that
can occur in the different stages of the decision-making process. In contrast, this article
focuses on the effect of choice set composition and the nature of the task on choice
deferral. The standard economic framework suggests that the decision to not choose
should be made when the alternatives in the choice set are seen as unattractive or if there
are benefits of deferring the moment of choice. In addition, research in psychology
suggests that consumers may defer deciding when the choice is seen as difficult. Con-
ceptually, the timing of choice may then be influenced by factors that alter the attractive-
ness of the decision outcomes as well as the difficulty of making the best choice. Recent
research has examined the effect of, and processes by which, several different task and
contextual factors can influence the decision (not) to choose. An underlying thread that
links these factors is the notion that preferences are often imprecise and constructed in the
generation of a response (Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1992; Slovic, 1995). Specifically,
different choice and task contexts that highlight different aspects of the available alterna-
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tives, and that suggest different means of making comparisons among the alternatives
provided, often give rise to inconsistent assessments of choice attractiveness and choice
difficulty.

This article describes the results of a number of recent studies that have looked at task
and contextual factors that influence choice deferral. It also suggests implications for
marketers for the specific findings. The article is organized into five sections. Section 1
considers the role of context on choice attractiveness. Section 2 considers the role of
context in influencing choice difficulty. Section 3 explores how task variables interact with
the choice context in moderating choice difficulty and choice attractiveness. This provides
a framework for identifying and testing the effect of additional factors on choice deferral.
Section 4 explores several different areas for future research on no-choice effects. Finally,
concluding remarks and broader implication for understanding consumer behavior are
presented in Section 5.

1. Not choosing based on the attractiveness of the decision outcomes

One reason why a decision maker may not choose is that none of the available alternatives
are viewed as being attractive. It could be argued that this refusal option is just an
expression of preferring the money and therefore does not undermine the validity of a
model that would treat no-choice as just another option. Yet recent research suggests that
the attractiveness of an alternative is influenced by comparison with other alternatives and
that the same alternative may be viewed as more or less attractive depending on the choice
context in which it is embedded.

To illustrate how the choice context influences decision attractiveness, consider an
alternative that is presented as a part of a “unique-good” pair such that the two alternatives
have unique good features but share their bad features. As indicated by the feature-
matching model (Houston and Sherman, 1995), the unique (good) features of the alter-
natives receive greater attention, and the shared (bad) features are underweighted in the
choice process. The alternatives are thus likely to appear attractive. However, the com-
parison process produces a different outcome when the very same alternative is presented
as a part of a “unique-bad” pair such that this alternative now shares its good features but
differs on the bad features with the new alternative. In this case, it is the bad features that
carry greater weight in the choice process. The differential prominence of the good and
bad features in the two choice contexts (that is, unique-good pair versus unique-bad pair)
make the same alternative appear more or less attractive.

To the extent that the attractiveness of the alternatives varies with the context, the effect
of context on the evaluations of the items provided should also affect the likelihood of
making a choice at all as opposed to not choosing and waiting to see other options. This
may be true even when the options in the unique-bad choice set are objectively as
attractive as the options in the unique-good choice set. This proposition was recently
tested by Dhar and Sherman (1996) by altering the choice set provided, such that either the
good or the bad features were unique and thus were seen as central and important.
Subjects were shown choice sets consisting of two relatively equally attractive alterna-
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tives. In some of the choice sets, the two alternatives shared their bad features and had
unique good features (unique-good pairs). In a second case, the two alternatives shared
their good features and had unique bad features (unique-bad pairs). Consistent with the
notion that unique features are overweighted relative to shared features, Dhar and Sher-
man (1996) found that the willingness to choose was significantly greater for the unique-
good pairs compared to the unique-bad pairs, even though the alternatives in both con-
ditions were matched for attractiveness.

The findings suggest that marketers can affect the likelihood that a choice occurs by
manipulating the set of competing alternatives. Because few products achieve complete
dominance in the marketplace, the choice of a comparative brand also implicitly deter-
mines the nature of tradeoffs that consumers are asked to make in order to choose. In
particular, when designing comparative ads, marketers could encourage consumers to
consider the different advantages of their product in relation to a competitor rather than
different competitors’ disadvantages in relation to their product. For instance, advertising
wars that provide reasons for not buying competitors’ products may prove counterpro-
ductive and result in not purchasing at all. This would further reinforce findings that
negative comparative advertising may be inferior to positive comparative advertising in
terms of claim acceptance (Jain, 1993) by showing its effect on choice.

2. Not choosing based on choice difficulty

The refusal option discussed above comes into play after the alternatives have been
evaluated. A different reason why the timing of choice may vary is the uncertainty about
the universe of available alternatives. The two most common reasons why choices may be
postponed is to consider additional sources of information as well as to sample more of
the alternatives that are available. How much information is it optimal to collect before
one decides to act? Although a normative viewpoint suggests a tradeoff between the
marginal cost and the marginal value of additional information (Ratchford, 1982), the
empirical evidence for this notion is mixed (Urbany, 1986). A related problem that has
been studied in operations research is the specification of an optimal search strategy when
alternatives are presented sequentially and the decision maker has to decide between
choosing one of the currently available options or considering another option at some cost.
The advantage of this framework is that an optimal solution exists and can be compared
with the actual behavior of the individuals. Studies based on the “optional stopping”
paradigm also suggest that the number of observations selected was influenced by the
decision context (Corbin, Olson, and Abbondanza, 1975; Busemeyer and Rapoport, 1988;
Rapoport and Tversky, 1970).

When the alternatives vary on several attributes, the decision of when to stop searching
is complicated by the notion of conflict and preference uncertainty. In many choice
situations, the consumer may be uncertain about which of the alternatives is most pre-
ferred while not being certain that she wants them equally. Although value-based theories
imply that two alternatives where none has a decisive advantage are equally likely to be
selected, the indecision in such situations may result in a tendency to avoid commitment
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by not choosing at all. This is consistent with some previous research (and anecdotal
evidence) that suggests that people do not like to choose at random but prefer to resolve
the uncertainty in a manner that provides a justification for their choice (Slovic, 1975;
Elster, 1980). The need for a compelling argument for choice suggests that the difference
in attractiveness among the alternatives provided can influence whether or not a choice is
deferred.

Recent research examined the effect of the relationship among the alternatives provided
on choice deferral. In the typical study, subjects were shown a choice set with either two
relatively equally attractive alternatives (high conflict) or a choice set where one alterna-
tive dominated the other (low conflict). These studies find that the percentage of subjects
who choose was greater when they were presented with a choice set containing a domi-
nated alternative than when they were presented with two relatively equally attractive
alternatives, even though the dominated alternative was hardly chosen (Tversky and
Shafir, 1992; Dhar, 1997). These results have been extended to more realistic choice
situations where the choice set consisted of many alternatives using a conjoint type
decision task (Huber and Pinnell, 1994). Luce (1996) suggests that the readiness to choose
is further moderated by the ease with which consumers can make tradeoffs among the
different attributes. She demonstrates that choice among equally attractive alternatives led
to greater deferral when the alternatives consisted of attributes that were rated as being
high on tradeoff difficulty. More generally, the findings suggest that the no-choice option
is also preferred in cases in which each alternative, by itself, may be chosen.

If the decision to defer choice is influenced by the lack of a compelling reason to act,
one might predict that when the option of choosing more than one alternative is available,
it should increase the likelihood of making a choice. Dhar (1997) finds that choice
incidence was higher for subjects who were given the option of choosing both items from
a choice set consisting of two equally attractive alternatives than for subjects who could
choose only a single item. The treatment of the no-choice option as a less risky alternative
to choosing when one is uncertain which option to choose also suggests an interaction
between decision accountability and choice incidence. Dhar and O’Curry (1996) looked
at the effect of accountability on choice deferral when subjects were shown a set of two
equally attractive alternatives or a set where one alternative dominated the other. Consis-
tent with the notion that the no-choice option may be viewed as a safe option, subjects in
the high-accountability condition were more likely to defer choice when the choice set
contained two relatively equally attractive alternatives than when one alternative domi-
nated the other.

Several general implications follow for retailers and other direct marketers who are
mainly concerned with increasing the overall purchase probability. In particular, the
choice context may be especially important in the case of products for which decisions are
made in the store. Providing an instant special discount on a merchandise may provide the
inferior comparative option that makes the purchase decision easier. On the other hand,
the findings related to the effect of multiple attractive options are also relevant for retailers
who offer wide assortments. While a large variety enables retailers to satisfy the needs of
diverse consumers, additional options may not always increase total purchase. On the
contrary, it may turn buyers toward stores that offer fewer choices. In this vein, Business
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Week (September 9, 1996) reported that the confusion of choosing among increasing
variety of brands may provide an edge to manufacturers with narrow offerings. Similarly,
Apple Computers announced a reduction in the number of Macintosh personal computer
subbrands, hoping to increase sales by decreasing buyer confusion (Advertising Age,
October 18, 1993). At the least, the effect of offering greater choice on generating addi-
tional store traffic needs to be balanced with its effect on potential deferral in choice due
to customer confusion.

An interesting implication of the effect of context on decision difficulty for marketing
surveys is that consumer purchase intent, measured independent of the consideration set,
may not be an accurate predictor of their actual purchase (see Morwitz, 1997, for several
other reasons). For instance, subjects who express a high purchase intent rating for only
one of the brands in their consideration set may well be more likely to purchase in the
category within a specific time period compared to people who express a relatively high
purchase intent for several different brands in the category. This may be particularly true
for categories where the timing of choice is flexible, such as replacement products.

3. Task effects on choice deferral

The results reviewed so far suggest that both decision difficulty and decision attractive-
ness can be influenced by the set of alternatives under consideration. While the first two
sections dealt with the causes of choice deferral, this section reviews the effect of several
task variables that influence decision difficulty and decision attractiveness by changing the
manner in which preferences are constructed. The goal of such an analysis is to extend our
understanding of how task variables effect choice processes and to apply these results for
an analysis of choice deferral. Specifically, previous research has looked at the effect on
choice deferral of different decision strategies and the amount of time that is allowed in
order to arrive at a choice; it is reviewed next.

3.1. The effect of decision strategy

One of the most researched areas in behavioral decision theory has been the analysis of
different decision rules that consumers employ for choosing among available alternatives
(Klayman, 1985; Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1988). These studies typically find that
individuals adopt different decision rules in different choice situations, potentially leading
to differences in outcomes. To the extent that different decision rules also result in a
different degree of decision difficulty, the willingness to choose may also vary across the
different rules.

One reason that decision strategies may lead to differences in choice deferral is the
notion that choice timing is influenced by the individual’s confidence in their chosen
option. Thus, strategies that result in greater decision confidence are likely to result in a
higher incidence of choice. Since the degree of confidence in the decision is influenced by
the number of reasons available for and against each alternative, decision rules that
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involve the explicit consideration of the pros and cons of competing alternatives result in
a lower decision confidence compared to decision rules for which the advantages of one
option are not explicitly traded off against the advantages of competing alternatives
(Zakay and Tsal, 1993). Thus, using a rule such as the additive-difference rule that
generates both advantages and disadvantages for the alternatives should reduce decision
confidence and, consequently, should increase choice uncertainty and deferral.

To the extent that a rule decreases decision difficulty by establishing a decisive advan-
tage for a single alternative, it should increase the tendency to choose. In a number of
choice scenarios, it is not possible to observe dominance or overall superiority for a
specific alternative. In such cases, dominance may be achieved by rules that can be seen
as providing an approximate dominance structure. For example, the lexicographic deci-
sion rule implies that the decision maker chooses based on the most important attribute on
which one, and only one, alternative is better than all the other alternatives. Thus, when
the lexicographic rule is used, the chosen alternative will be seen as dominating the rest
on the attributes used in making the choice. Similar to context-induced dominance, rule-
based dominance should also decrease decision difficulty and increase the incidence of
choice.

The effect of different decision rules on decision difficulty, and consequently, choice
incidence was recently examined by Dhar (1996). Two different manipulations were used
to influence the preferred mode of decision processing. In one study, the same set of
equally attractive alternatives were presented either sequentially or simultaneously. Con-
sistent with the idea that attribute tradeoffs are more likely in the simultaneous presen-
tation condition, which would increase decision difficulty, choice deferral was higher
when the alternatives were presented simultaneously. A second study asked subjects in
different treatment conditions to use specific decision rules to determine their most pre-
ferred alternative. They were then asked to decide between choosing this alternative and
looking for other options. Consistent with the notion that choice difficulty differs across
rules, subjects were more likely to defer choice when they were asked use the additive
difference rule than when they were asked to use the lexicographic rule.

If the decision to choose is influenced by the use of decision strategy, then communi-
cation strategies should try to persuade consumers to use strategies that decrease deferral.
Thus, a marketer could organize information in a way that encourages a particular type of
choice rule. For example, it might be more effective to organize displays in a manner that
discourages explicit comparisons across brands. In a similar vein, a salesperson may
prefer to show each alternative sequentially and show additional alternatives only if the
consumer is unwilling to purchase from the existing set. Further, persuasive strategies by
marketers that are based on encouraging prospective consumers to make comparisons
with competitors (“we cost more but we offer better quality”) may actually prove coun-
terproductive and result in putting off choice.

3.2. The effect of time pressure

If context effects in choice deferral arise out of differences in the manner in which
preferences are constructed, they can also be altered by changes in task variables that have
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been shown to alter the underlying cognitive processes. One variable that has an effect on
both the decision rule that is used and the information that is considered is the amount of
time that is allowed in decision making. For instance, a number of studies find that time
pressure increases the use of noncompensatory rules. One can also expect that subjects
under time pressure will pay less attention to features that are shared by all the alterna-
tives. As a consequence of paying greater attention to unique features and a greater use of
noncompensatory rules, subjects under time pressure may find it easier to choose among
relatively equally attractive alternatives and may attach a different value on the attractive-
ness of the same decision outcomes.

Dhar and Nowlis (1996) examined the effect of time pressure on decision deferral for
several different composition of the choice sets. Consistent with the notion that subjects
under time pressure are more likely to use a noncompensatory decision rule that decreases
decision difficulty, they found that choice incidence was greater for subjects under time
pressure when the two options were relatively equally attractive. Further, when the choice
was easy, by virtue of providing a choice set where one alternative clearly dominated the
other, there was no significant difference in choice incidence between the subjects as-
signed to the two conditions.

The effect of time pressure on the attractiveness of the decision outcomes was studied
by using choice sets that consisted of unique-good or unique-bad pairs (Dhar and Sher-
man, 1996). Consistent with the notion that subjects under time pressure were more likely
to focus on the unique features of the two items provided, choice incidence was greater for
subjects under time pressure than for subjects under no time pressure for the unique-good
pairs. However, when the two items formed a unique-bad pair, choice incidence did not
decrease under time pressure.

A different way in which time may influence the occurrence of choice is by increasing
the salience of the task or of specific features. Many things never get done not because we
have chosen not to do them but because we have chosen not to do them now (Tversky and
Shafir, 1992). This was illustrated in a study by them in which subjects were asked to
complete a questionnaire and a time limit was specified for some of the students. They
found that the more time that people had to complete the task, the less likely they were to
do it. In particular, subjects who were given no definite deadline for completing the survey
were much less likely to return the survey.

Several interesting implications for marketing follow from this body of research. The
findings that the impact of unique features is greater under time pressure suggests that
minor additions may create a competitive advantage in categories where the consumer is
stressed for time. Furthermore, marketers can decrease decision deferral among attractive
alternatives by trying to alter the underlying choice process by inducing time constraints
where none exist (“limited time only”). The effect of deadlines on choice also has inter-
esting implications for marketers. An analysis of coupon usage by Inman and McAlister
(1994) finds that there is an increase in coupon redemption near the expiration date. It
would be interesting to see whether total coupon usage is also greater when there is an
expiration date. Further, it would be intriguing if coupons with shorter durations led to
greater redemptions than those with a longer or no expiration date.
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4. Avenues for future research

Most of the work to date has focused on whether the context and task influences choice
deferral by altering decision difficulty and the attractiveness of the decision outcomes.
This work can be characterized as primarily answering is questions (Zanna and Fazio,
1982). Is there an effect of the manipulation? Is there a phenomenon to be explained? And
research indeed demonstrates that the task and contextual factors have interesting and
significant effects on choice. Future research could examine the impact on choice deferral
for additional tasks that may affect decision attractiveness and decision difficulty. We
provide an example that is based on research in progress.

The aim of this project is to explore task-related factors that could alter attractiveness
by influencing the attention paid to common and unique features. For instance, asking
subjects to make similarity judgments before choice should increase the focus on common
features whereas asking subjects to provide dissimilarity judgments before choice should
increase the attention paid to unique features (Dhar and Simonson, 1992). This, in turn,
could potentially influence the attractiveness of each outcome and the willingness to
choose. Similarly, changes in the task could also be used to manipulate the attention paid
to positive versus negative features. Previous research has shown that subjects are more
likely to focus on negative features of the alternatives when deciding which alternative to
reject and are more likely to focus on positive features of the alternatives when deciding
which one to choose (Shafir, 1993). This leads to the prediction that when provided with
two alternatives that have unique good and bad features, subjects may be more likely to
make a choice in a “choose” task but may also be more likely to reject both items in a
“reject” task.

The other set of questions refer to the conditions under which the effect is obtained.
With regard to when questions, it will be important to investigate the boundary conditions
of the effects and the preconditions under which these effects exist. For example, there
may be costs to deferral that may be explicit or implicit as opportunity costs. Conversely,
a number of decisions have to be made: a doctoral candidate is unlikely to vacillate
forever between two attractive job offers. The effect is likely to be weaker when the costs
of deferral are salient in relation to the benefits. In this vein, Meyer (1997) reports that
providing greater assortments led to an acceleration rather than deferral of stopping times.
Finally, an issue that is pertinent to all context effects in choice is whether these effects
weaken when subjects are asked to make repeated choices over time.

A second when issue relates to the lack of clarity in defining precisely what makes
choices difficult. Luce (1996) and Beattie and Barlas (1992) suggest that decision makers
should be more reluctant to make tradeoffs on attributes with implications for more valued
goals. Chatterjee and Heath (1996) suggest that decision difficulty is also influenced by
reference state of the decision maker and the size of the attribute tradeoffs among the
alternatives provided. In contrast, Dhar (1997) finds that choices among relatively similar
alternatives are also perceived as difficult and result in increased deferral. It appears
reasonable to suggest that decision difficulty has several dimensions but not all of these
dimensions have an effect on choice deferral.
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The article has explored some of the ways in which decision attractiveness and decision
difficulty are manipulated to influence the preference for a no-choice option. It is impor-
tant to note that most of these studies were conducted as a one-shot observation rather
than longitudinal examination of decision making. Future research could examine the
timing of choice using a longitudinal approach. Further, studying the process over time
allows an analysis of additional aspects such as generation of potential alternatives and the
search for information on these alternatives. Such considerations could then be incorpo-
rated into a more analytical model (Hauser and Wernerfelt, 1990) to provide a broader
framework that captures the rich content of predecisional states that are usually ignored in
the study of consumer behavior and decision making.

A third area of research should attempt to advance our understanding of how questions
by looking at the psychological processes underlying the observed effects. There is some
evidence to suggest that decision processes that result in choice deferral are longer and
result in relatively equal number of favorable thoughts toward competing alternatives
(Dhar, 1997; Luce, 1996). Future research could examine the strategy selection process
when the no-choice option is provided. A large body of research finds support for the
effort-accuracy framework, the notion that people select decision strategies by trading off
the costs and benefits associated with different strategies in a given environment (Payne,
Bettman, and Johnson, 1993). In these studies, subjects are generally forced to make a
choice. It would be interesting to see how subjects incorporate the no-choice option (an
additional degree of freedom) in their strategy selection process. For instance, while some
of the findings suggest that subjects may avoid difficult choices by selecting the no-choice
option, other findings suggest that the use of different decision rules may also impact
decision difficulty. One may speculate that when subjects have to ultimately make a
choice, rules that avoid making direct tradeoff comparisons between the alternatives
provided would be preferred (even when they are slightly less accurate).

5. Concluding remarks

Much of consumer research has focused on the final moment of choice. This article
summarizes recent research that has addressed consumer decision making when the no-
choice option is also provided. The attractiveness of the decision outcomes and the dif-
ficulty of choosing among the alternatives provided were proposed as two key factors that
determine the decision to defer choice. A number of studies described how these under-
lying factors can be modified and contribute to choice deferral. Overall, the results sug-
gest that the timing of choice is sensitive to some of the same task and contextual factors
that have been previously shown to influence relative preference ordering in forced choice
(Huber, Payne, and Puto, 1982; Simonson and Tversky, 1992). More generally, the narrow
focus on the immediate context seems to hinder creativity in considering a broader set of
alternative actions that are generally available but not explicitly provided to the decision
maker.

In contrast to the classical theory of choice that assumes stable preferences, the notion
of preference uncertainty and choice difficulty suggests interesting implications for con-
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sumer behavior. One issue that arises is whether consumers alter the decision-making
process and choose to limit their choice by taking into account the aversiveness that may
be experienced at the final moment of choice. After all, full freedom entails the freedom
to bind oneself and to reduce one’s range of choice (Schelling, 1984). If constraints on
choices can increase welfare, consumers will be motivated to manufacture constraints
where none exist (Gibbs, 1997; Wertenbroch and Carmon, 1997). A doctoral candidate
may restrict the schools that she visits in order to minimize future regret. Voters may pass
term limits in order to deny themselves the choice of electing incumbents and thus
eliminate the anticipated conflict of not voting for an incumbent. More generally, like
postchoice processes, the prechoice processes of gathering information and inspecting
alternatives may also be systematically biased (Russo, Medvec, and Meloy, 1996).

The research reviewed in this article looked at different task and contextual factors that
influence the overall choice incidence. It was suggested that the implicit attraction of the
no-choice option was that it allowed consumers to avoid making a difficult choice. It did
not examine the effect of providing such a option on the relative preference among the
available alternatives. Other researchers have shown that difficult choices may be resolved
in a manner that favors a particular alternative when one is forced to choose. This suggests
that the availability of a no-choice option may also influence the relative preference
ordering among the alternatives provided. Indeed, Dhar and Simonson (1996) find that the
preference for an option that is seen as the middle alternative decreases when the no-
choice option is provided. To the extent that the relative preference ordering among
alternatives is not independent of the no-choice option, an important managerial impli-
cation of these results is that marketing surveys that are conducted without providing a
no-choice option may not provide an accurate reflection of the preference ordering among
all available options. This would be particularly important for new-to-the-world products
for which preferences are evolving and more likely to be based on the decision context.
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